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Chapter 513 Have a Challenge

Dr. Schmidt was a little puzzled, and said, “You…”

“Dr. Schmidt, take us with you. We also want to avenge the boss, and we are angry!”

The chef was still holding a frying pan in his hand, and the other servants were also holding their own “weapons“, such as

brooms, tree shears, telescopic poles for cleaning the ceiling…

When they came out to hang out before, they were holding real weapons in their hands!

It was after being “domesticated” by the boss that they performed their respective duties, working as cooks or gardeners in this

family…

Now, the boss was injured like this, and they just wanted to fight for the boss!

“If you are all gone, who will cook, hang the clothes or clean the room for the boss? Go back now!” Dr. Schmidt shouted out.

“I’ve prepared all the meals, and I’m keeping them warm in the kitchen. And the boss can eat them when she wakes up.”

“I have ironed all the clothes that the boss will wear next. Even if I die on the battlefield, these clothes are enough for the boss to

wear for a month.”

“I have trimmed all the flowers and plants, and I don’t need to cut them in two weeks.”

“Dr. Schmidt, please take us with you. We feel bad seeing that our boss has been injured like this.”

“We want to do something for the boss, otherwise we will regret it for the rest of our lives.”

“Don’t underestimate us. When we came out to hang out before, you were still a baby!”

“Yes.”

Seeing how loyal they were, Dr. Schmidt finally backed down and said, “Then do what you can. If you are in danger for a while,

run away if you can’t handle it. The boss needs you to take care of him when the Boss wakes up! Don’t die, and I can’t explain to

Boss later.”

“Don’t worry, Dr. Schmidt. We won’t die!”

They would definitely live well and continued to serve the boss…

The debt they owed to the boss had not been repaid in their lives…

On the other side.

Jairo received the news from Dr. Chen, cursed beautifully, and said to Martin next to him,

“Boss’s back is still injured. It’s all torn apart, and her abdomen was also beaten… Who. did it? I will cut off his/her hand and tear

him/her into pieces.”

Martin thought, “Boss’s back is all cracked?”

Martin’s heart hurt again, and his dark eyes showed some coldness.

At this time, Martin led the two major gangs and stood in front of the Ghost Castle, which seemed majestic and powerful.

The three leaders who had received the news slowly appeared with hundreds of people.

Elder Wilson was the oldest among them. He was fearless and calm, and he had a kind smile.

The other side said, “Martin and Mr. Pierre, are you sure you want to get feud with us

Ghost Alliance for a woman?”

They thought that Paige was Mr. Pieree’s woman and that Martin personally brought two groups of people here because Martin

wanted to avenge Mr. Pieree’s woman.

When Jairo heard it, he thought it was funny, and said, “What? We still need to look at the almanac to become enemies with

you? Who do you think you’re!”

Jairo thought, “Aren’t you just a small broken organization? You actually show off before us?”

“The members of my Ghost Alliance have lost more than half…” Elder Wilson said with a smile.

Before, Martin and Paige broke into Ghost Alliance privately and killed dozens of subordinates of Cortez Salter and Ghost

Alliance.

And dozens of men ran to surround Paige and Yana only to fall again.

“Now, we only have these one hundred people left….”

Before Elder Wilson finished speaking, Jairo laughed, “What? Are you afraid? I told you that it’s too late!”

Dare to touch their boss, beg for mercy now? That’s too late!

“Hahaha…” Elder Wilson smiled lightly, “I just want to say that there are only a hundred people left. If you lose in a while, you will

become a joke in the whole Illegal Area…”

The two big gangs couldn’t even defeat more than a hundred people.

It was estimated that they would have no face to stay here in the future!

“Hey, listen, what is this old man talking about?” Jairo thought it was too funny, and said, “Today, I’ll let you see that our Flame

Gang is very powerful! Get out of the way!”

Jairo wanted to step up and challenge in person!

Only one member of the ghost alliance came out to fight.

Seeing that his face was livid and his eyes were frighteningly wide, Jairo couldn’t help but tease him.

“You are dressed up like a man or a ghost? Is this the virtue of your Ghost Alliance?”

In the next second, as soon as the man made a move, Jairo covered his abdomen in pain, and couldn’t even straighten his

waist.

Jairo thought, “Damn, what kind of food does this person eat to be so hard–hitting.”

Jairo felt that his spleen, stomach, and kidneys were going to be broken.

The point was that Jairo didn’t see clearly when the man made the attack. Jairo only saw a black shadow, which hit his stomach

all at once…

It was so fucking painful.

“What the hell?” Rylee who was not far away couldn’t believe it, turned his head and said

to Martin beside him, “Mr. Stowe, did you see that speed or that strength clearly?”

Rylee thought, “It’s simply not what normal people can do!”

“I saw that.” Martin also found something strange.

Martin thought, “Normal people definitely don’t have such speed and strength.

Jairo always has rough and thick skin, and it is impossible for him to suffer like this…

Jairo wouldn’t be too late to dodge that with his abilities…

It can only be said that the speed of the opponent is extremely fast, and the strength is also higher than that of Jairo…”

Rhys on the side couldn’t help but said, “Boss, can they be the medicine men who were. well known before? They have been

injected with various drugs since childhood, and their body functions have long been mutated. They are equivalent to half–

human, half–ghost monsters, and they’re powerful and invulnerable.”

Rylee suddenly realized at this moment. “So the boss was not beaten by a fat man who weighs eight hundred catties, but was

injured by these strange people?”

“I just said how could a person as powerful as Boss be injured so badly…” Mill seemed to have figured it out, and said, “It turned

out that these monsters who were neither human nor ghost hurt Boss, and I will go and challenge him!”

“Don’t go…” Rylee couldn’t stop him anymore.

Mill whistled and walked towards the weird man. Mill said, “Hey! Bastard, look this way.”

Mill punched quickly, wanting to take the opportunity to teach the opponent a lesson.

Unexpectedly, the speed of the other party was faster. Mill’s arm was twisted instead with just one movement, causing tears to

burst out of his eyes.

If Jairo hadn’t attacked this strange man, Mill’s arm would have been broken by this strange man in the next second…

It was horrible that they couldn’t even defeat a strange person as the boss’s capable generals…

At this time, Jairo was lifted by the strange man and thrown back to the group of Flame

Gang members. Rylee stepped back a few steps to catch Jairo.

“Brother Jairo!”

“Jairo, are you all right?”

A group of people surrounded Jairo and looked at Mill anxiously. Mill still wanted to

avenge the boss. He stepped forward and beat the strange man’s eyes, nose, and mouth with all his might, and beat his heart

and stomach violently using the strength of his whole body…

Unfortunately, Mill was kicked by the strange man and retreated more than ten steps.

Everyone went to help Mill again, “Brother Mill!”

This weirdo was too strong, and everyone realized that the situation was not good…
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